about
TRIBE mark
Tribe Mark has quickly established himself as a very
promising international talent from North America to
Africa. He has shared the stage with big names such as
Cardi B, Polo G, Fabolous, Tee Grizzley, Wyclef, Lil Durk,
Nas, Moneybagg Yo and many more. So it comes to no
surprise that his stage presence and crowd control is
second to none. Tribe has done collaborations with
African artists such as Eddy Kenzo from Uganda, Timaya,
Kizz Daniel, Dremo, and Ayo Jay from Nigeria. He has been
recognized by Meek Mill, Missy Elliot, Timbaland, Davido,
Gyptian, Shaquille O’Neal and many others. Most recently
Tribe has been featured on two tracks on East Africa’s
Star, Uganda’s Eddy Kenzo, latest album “Made In Africa”.
Shakamo which is the first of the two to release a visual
has surpassed million views on YouTube after just a few
months.

what’s next
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Headliner Davido

Headliner Burna Boy, Megan Thee
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Headliner Joe Boy, Tribe Mark, Wayne
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East and west coast circuit tours

Expected capacity 15,000
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audience insights

TRIBE Mark OFFERS
maximize branding during
tour
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videos and more
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logo inclusion on merch
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mentions in songs and
interviews
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Brand ambassador
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pre and post marketing
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monthly or shoots with
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stills and digital ads
pre and post marketing
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brand ambassador

performances

logo display on
performance LED stage
backdrops
•

Sponsor first metaverse concert

CONTACT
The JW experience
jwill@thejwexperience.com
213-800-5543
the website: www.tribemarkofficial.com

May

Headliner Kodak Black, Charly Black

Capacity 60,000

Circuit Tour sponsor

5 -

Music video shoots

Headliner Eddy Kenzo

Tribe has hit the stage stateside as well as overseas. He has performed in Canada, Uganda, Ghana, Sierre
Leone, Dominican Republic, and Puerto Rico and about 10 states. He has been in front of crowds as big as
50,000. Tribe has shared the stage with so many big names as mentioned above. His video with Eddy Kenzo,
which was shot in Africa, has received over 1,000,000 views in just under a few months. It has reached
the top of several African charts and also allowed Tribe to be nominated for an award by AEAUSA and he
also performed on this pasted virtual Afrima awards show.

April 1-3
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Grammys

UGANDA-
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March 24-26

Expected capacity 40,000
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Branding Partner
maximize branding
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